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Executive Summary
This research addressedthe design,implementation,and empiricalevaluationof task-
analyticmodels and intelligentaidsforoperatorsin the controlofcomplex dynamic systems,
specificallyaerospacesystems. The work carriedout under the sponsorshipofthisgrant
includesthreerelatedactivities.First,we studiedthe use and development ofmodels ofoperator
decisionmaking in complex and predominantly automated space systems. The primary
representationwas the operatorfunctionmodel (OFM). Second,the OFM was used torepresent
operatoractivitiesin a NASA Goddard satelliteground controlsystem,the MultiSatellite
Operations ControlCenter (MSOCC). Finally,and most significantly,OFMspert (Operator
FunctionModel Expert System),the thirdportionofthisresearchaddressedthe development ofan
operator'sassistant:a stand-aloneknowledge-based system thatinteractswith a human operator
in a manner similarto a human assistantin the controlofaerospacesystems. OFMspert isan
architectureforan operator'sassistantthatuses the OFM as itssystem and operatorknowledge
base and a blackboard paradigm ofproblem solvingt.odynamicallygenerate expectationsabout
upcoming operatoractivitiesand interpretingactualoperatoractions.An experiment validated
the OFMspert's intentinferencingcapabilityand showed thatitinferredthe intentionsof
operatorsinways comparable toboth ahuman expertand operatorsthemselves.Next, OFMspert
was augmented with controlcapabilities.An interfaceallowedthe operatortointeractwith
OFMspert, delegatingas much oras littlecontrolresponsibilityas the operatorchose.With its
designbased on the OFM, OFMspert's controlcapabilitieswere availableat multiplelevelsof
abstractionand allowedthe operatora greatdealofdiscretionoverthe amount and levelof
delegatedcontrol.An experiment showed thatoverallsystem performance was comparable for
teams consistingoftwo human operatorsversusa human operatorand OFMspert team.
Overall,thisresearchhas been very productive.In additionto the empiricallyvalidated
proof-of-conceptdemonstrationsofintentinferencingand operatoraiding,thisgrant supported
two Ph.D. theses,a master'sthesis,and an undergraduate seniordesignproject.Furthermore, the
researchreceivedthreeawards and was the topicofdozens ofinvitedconferencepresentations
and a range ofpublicationsin internationaljournals,newsletters,and technicalreports.A
summary ofthe papers and presentationsiscontainedin Appendix A. Appendix B containcopies
ofthe primary papers and technicalreports.
* This research was also supported in part by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center grant
NAS5-28575, Walt Truszkowski, technical monitor.
Introduction
The human's roleas a supervisorycontrollerofa complex,predominantly automated,
dynamic system oftenleadsto problems,including(1)an increasedmonitoring load;(2)a false
senseofsecuritywhereby theoperatortruststhe automationtosuch an extentthatany human
interventionor checking seems unnecessary;and (3)"outofthe loop"familiarity,i.e.,a
supervisorycontrollerwho actsprimarilyas a passivemonitor ratherthan an activecontroller
and who islesslikelytorespond as quicklyor appropriatelytosystem failures(Wickens,1984).
These and other difficultieswith the increasingproliferationofautomation have serious
implicationsforthe abilityofoperatorsto copewith emergency situations.
Although one path istopursue increasinglysophisticatedautomation,eventually
replacinghuman decisionmakers in complex systems,there is widespread acknowledgement
thatwithinthe foreseeablefuture,humans willcontinuetoplaya criticalroleisensuring system
safetyand efficiency(e.g.,Chambers and Nagel, 1985). Thus, a major automation designissueis
the use ofautomation toenhance,rather'thanreplace,the human inthe controland decision
process.The goalistouse automation toamplifythe human's strengthsand compensate forthe
human's limitations.A complementary issueisto designautomation so thatthe human can take
advantage ofthe power ofautomated toolsand systems,and yet remain alerttoinherentand
transientautomation limitations.
This researchexploredthe designofa computer-basedassistantthat amplifiesthe
human's expertiseand awareness ofsystem evolution,yet compensates forknown human
limitations.Itwas based on the assumption thatwhile some controltasksand functionscan be
fullyautomated, many important controlfunctionsrequirea designthat incorporateshuman
overrides.Thus, a computer-based assistantinteractsdynamicallywith a human operator.
However, as the name 'assistant'implies,the relationshipbetween human and computer decision
makers isone ofsuperiorto subordinate,with the human operatoralways in control.The
computer servesas an assistanttowhom the operatorcan dynamicallydelegateas few or as many
controlactivitiesas s/hechooses.
This researchproposed an architecturefora computer-basedassistantthatembodied these
properties.Implemented in a NASA satelliteground controlapplication,empiricalevaluation
demonstrated the extenttowhich the operator'sassistantcoulddynamicallyunderstand operator
intentionsand correctlyinterpretoperatoractions.Using itsunderstanding and interpretation,
the assistantcouldthen offercontext-sensitiveadvice,reminders,and assistancein carryingout
the controlfunctions.
An operator'sassistantraisesmany researchissues(seeforexample the discussionin
Chambers and Nagel (1985)and Rouse etal.(1987)).A criticalissueisthe requirementfora
model of the human operator. This may be the single most important design issue because its
successful resolution is a necessary condition for the rest of the system. The operator model
provides the intelligence or the knowledge that an adaptive, computer-based assistant needs to
assist intelligently a human operator in the control of a complex, dynamic system. The computer
assistant uses the operator model to estimate correct and predicted operator state, i.e., to assess and
predict operator functions, intentions, and performance given current system state.
This research used and extended the operator function model (OFM) methodology to define
its knowledge about operator behavior. This report provides a brief summary of the operator
function model (OFM) methodology, particularly how it is used in a computer-based operator's
assistant. Next, because a proof-of-concept and subsequent validation depend on a domain of
application, the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center satellite ground control system, MSOCC
(Multisatellite Operations Control.Center), is described together with its operator function model.
Finally, the remainder of the report describes the operator-assistant architecture--OFMspert
(Operator Function Model Expert System). First, an overview of the architecture is presented. A
summary of an empirical study that validated OFMspert's intent understanding capability
follows. Finally, ALLY, OFMspert augmented with control capabilities, is described together with
the results of an experiment demonstrating that an OFMspert-human team controlled the satellite
ground control system as well as a team comprised of two experienced human operators.
Operatm- Function Model
The operator function model (OFM) provides a flexible framework for representing
operator activities in the context of dynamic systems (Mitchell, 1987). The OFM is a
representation of how an operator might decompose and coordinate system control functions to
meet system objectives and ensure system safety. An OFM represents the interrelations between
dynamic system states and operator activities. Figure 1 depicts a generic OFM structure.
The OFM is a network in which nodes represent operator activities. Activities are
structured hierarchically, representing primary operator control functions at the highest level and
individual control actions at the lowest. Typical decomposition of activities is function to
component subfunctions, subfunction to component tasks, and task to component actions. Actions
can be both physical (e.g., an information query or system control command) or cognitive (e.g.,
information gathering, information processing, and decision making).
The OFM network is also heterarchic; that is, at the same level, there may be several
activities that, given system state, are undertaken concurrently. The heterarchy accounts for the
coordination and concurrent nature of operator activities as well as the operator's dynamic focus
of attention.
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The OFM representsthe dynamic nature ofthe system-operatorinteractionby network
arcs.The network arcsrepresentsystem eventsorthe resultsofoperatoractionsthatinitiateor
terminateoperatoractivitiesat variouslevelsofthe network hierarchy.
The operatorfunctionmodel isa prescriptivemodel that specifiesnondeterministicallya
setofplausibleoperatorfunctionsand relatedactivitiesgiven currentsystem stateand recent
operatoractions.As such,itprovidestwo necessarycomponents ofa computer-based assistant:(1)
the structuretorepresentknowledge about the system and operatoractivities;and (2)a mechanism
todefineexpectationsofoperatoractivitiesgivencurrentsystem state.In otherapplications,the
OFM has been successfullyused tomodel, design,and controluser interfaces(Mitchelland Saisi,
1987;Dunkler etal.1988).In thisresearch,the OFM providedthe structuretoorganizethe
knowledge about the controlledsystem and relatedoperatoractivitiesrequiredby the computer-
based operatorassistant.
GT-MSOCC
In orderto demonstrateand testthe modeling and aidingtechniquesdevelopedinthis
researcha realistictest-bedwas required.We used GT-MSOCC, the Georgia Tech-Multisatellite
OperationsControlCenter. GT-MSOCC isan interactive,real-timesimulationofMSOCC, a
ground controlsystem forNASA near-earthsatelliteslocatedat NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt,Maryland. GT-MSOCC isa high fidelitysimulationofthe operatorinterface
tothe actualcontrolsystem and was des.ignedtosupporta range ofresearchtopicson operator
modeling,training,and aiding(e.g.,Mitchell,1987; Mitchelland Saisi,1987; Mitchelland
Forren,1987).The GT-MSOCC operatormonitorsthe datatransmittedby satellitestoensuredata
integrity,compensates forequipment failuresand scheduleanomalies,and responds to ad hoc
supportrequests.
GT-MSOCC Configuration
GT-MSOCC supports17 spacecraft(16near-earthsatellitesand the Space Shuttle).
Individualspacecrafthave differentrequirementsforthe number and typesofequipment needed
to supportcommunication and data transmission.An overview ofthe MSOCC equipment network
isgiven in Figure 2. In general,allspacecraftuse severalNASA communication lines(Nascom
lines)totransmittheirdata through a varietyofcomputer and communications networks fordata
processingand recording. These configurationsmay includea Recorder UtilityProcessor
(RUP), a Telemetry and Command computer CrAC), one or more ApplicationProcessorcomputers
(AP),a Gate Way processor(GW), a Command Management System computer (CMS), and a
VirtualInterfaceProcessor(VIP). Finally,data are sentto a Mission Operations Room (MOR) or
to a Shuttle Payload Facility (SPF). MORs and SPFs are spacecraft specific control rooms where
operators monitor and control the spacecraft. It should be noted that RUPs, CMSs, GWs, and VIPs
do not transmit data to subsequent components; rather they are 'endpoints' in the equipment
configuration.
GT-MSOCC Operator Function Model
At the highestlevel,the GT-MSOCC operatorfunctionmodel depictsthe major operator
functionsand the system eventsthatcause theoperatortotransitionamong the functionsorpursue
concurrentfunctions(Figure3). This levelofdescriptionrepresentsoperatorgoalsin the context
ofcurrentsystem state.The arcsdefinesystem eventsthatinitiatea refocusofattentionor the
additionofa functiontothe currentsetofoperatorduties.The GT-MSOCC operatorfunctionmodel
ispresentedindetailbecause thismodel definesthe knowledge used toinferintentionsand
understand operatoractions,and, subsequently,toidentifythe controlabilitiesthatthe operator's
assistantcan offer.
ControlofCurrent Missions.The-defaulthigh-levelfunctionisto controlsatellitesthat
are currentlytransmittingdata (Figure4). This functioninvolvestwo primary (default)
subfunctions:monitor the dataflowatthe equipment endpointsand monitor the hardware status.
Ifa hardware failureoccurs,the operatorinitiatesa faultcompensation subfunctiontoreplacethe
faultyequipment. While monitoringdata flow,ifthe operatorsuspectsa problem with the amount
orintegrityofthe data at one ofthe terminalpointsinthe equipment network,s/hewillinitiatea
troubleshooting/faultdetectionsubfunction.To troubleshootthe operatorexamines individual
components inthe equipment network attemptingtolocatethe causeofthe problem;ifa suspect
component isidentified,a faultcompensation subfunctionisinitiated.Each subfunctionis
furtherdefinedby a collectionoftaskswhich inturn are supportedby operatoractions(e.g.,
system reconfigurationcommands or displayrequests).
Support for Unscheduled Requests. System events cause the operator to focus attention on
additional or alternative high level functions. A request to the operator to configure the necessary
equipment for an unscheduled spacecraft contact causes the operator to initiate the "configure to
meet support requests" (Figure 5). This function consists of a variety of subfunctions including
(1) checking the overall system to ensure capacity is not exceeded (GT-MSOCC can support up to
five missions concurrently.); (2) checking the equipment requirements of the spacecraft in
question; (3) attempting to identify available equipment; and (4) if all the conditions are met,
indicating that the support request can be met and manually configuring the spacecraft's network.
As in the control of current mission function, each subfunction is further defined by a collection of
tasks which in turn are supported by operator actions.
Compensate for Automated Schedule Failures. Figure 6 depicts the subfunctions and tasks
associated with the compensate for schedule conflicts operator function. The automated schedule
that controls the allocation of specific pieces of GT-MSOCC equipment to specific spacecraft passes
is always dated, i.e., the schedules are often as old as twelve hours and, as such, do not reflect the
most recent system conditions. As a result, recently failed equipment or equipment originally
scheduled but currently supporting another spacecraft is not taken into account by the automated
schedule and control system. When the automated control system finds that the scheduled
equipment is not available, the operator receives a request to manually reconfigure the equipment
network, specifying an alternative component. Three tasks comprise the reconfigure function.
First, the operator identifies the hardware components that are causing the conflict. Second, the
operator attempts to find replacement equipment. Third, if successful, the operator uses this
equipment to configure the equipment network. Since the spacecraft contact is relatively short
(approximately ten minutes), it is important that the operator configure the equipment network as
quickly as possible to avoid delays in contacting the spacecraft.
Deconfigure Manually Configured Network. Figure 7 depicts the subfunction and tasks
associated with the deconfigure operator function. When the operator manually configures or
reconfigures an equipment network for a spacecraft, the operator must manually deconfigure it.
The system notifies the operator that the satellite contact is completed and tells the operator to
deconfigure the equipment network manually. The operator types the appropriate deconfigure
command and the equipment network is deconfigured. This is the operator's highest priority
function since equipment is not available for useby other spacecraft until it is deconfigured.
Thus, although the deconfigure operator function appears somewhat simple, the deconfigure
function is critical to overall system effectiveness.
Browsing Planning. Although the high-level representation of the GT-MSOCC operator
function model includes a high-level planning/browsing function (e.g., Figure 3), the
planning/browsing function was not implemented in OFMspert. The browsing/planning
hierarchical decomposition is less straightforward than other high-level operator functions. For
example, one approach accounts for all actions that cannot be interpreted by other activities as
browsing/planning activities. Current research is beginning to examine browsing and planning
functions and suggest mechanisms to support intent inferencing for these functions.
OFMspert
Background
An operator's assistant supports natural, real-time interaction with the human operator.
Our goal is to design the computer component of the supervisory control system so that it mimics
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thefunctionsthat ahumanassistantperforms.A computerassistantshouldbeableto swiftly
assumeresponsibilityfor controltasksthat thehumanoperatormaydelegateandto offerthe
humanoperatorcontext-sensitivesuggestions,advice,andreminders.The operator'sassistant
designcanbecharacterizedin termsof threeprinciples: a stand-alonecooperativesubordinate,
dynamictask allocation,anddynamicintent inferencing.The stand-alonepropertyis a
characteristicof knowledge-basedsystems.Dynamictask allocationis a philosophythat
underpinshowhumanoperatorsandknowledge-basedsystemscooperatein thecontrolof complex
dynamicsystems.Dynamicintent inferencingis the componenthat providesintelligence.As
such,it is at theveryheartofthe0FMspertdesign.
Dynamic IntentInferencing
The intelligenceand utilityofthe operator'sassistantreston itsabilitiestounderstand the
operator'scurrentintentionsand toprovidecontext-sensitiveassistancein the form ofoperator
aids(e.g.,suggestions,advice,or reminders) or by assuming responsibilityforportionsof the
controltask.To ensure generalizability,'the operator'sassistantrequiresa well-defined
knowledge structurethatrepresentsinformationabout the controlledsystem and operator
functions,as wellas a problem solvingstructuretobuilda dynamic representationofoperator
intentionswhich reflectscurrentsystem stateand recentoperatoractions.There are several
candidatemodels thatmight be used forbothoftheserequirements(Geddes,1985;Jones,1988;
Jones etal.,1990).The OFMspert researchusesthe operatorfunctionmodel (Mitchell,1987) to
organizeknowledge about the controlledsystem and relatedoperatoractivities,and the
blackboardmodel ofproblem solving(Nil,1986)tobuilda currenthypothesisofoperator
intentions.The next sectionsummarizes how thesemodels are used inthe ActionsInterpreter
(ACTIN), the understanding component ofOFMspert.
ACTIN (ActionsInterpreter):OFMspert's Understanding Component
The ActionsInterpreter(ACTIN) isthe OFMspert component thatisprimarilyresponsible
for dynamic intentinferencing.ACTIN dynamically buildsa model (or"currentbest
hypothesis")ofoperatorintentionsinthe contextofcurrentsystem stateand attemptsto "interpret"
operatoractionsinlightofthisunderstanding.The operatorfunctionmodel (Mitchell,1987)
forms the basisofACTIN's knowledge about how system eventstriggerlikelyoperatoractivities
(e.g.,a failuremay initiateactivitiesto compensate forthatfailure).Using the OFM, operator
activitiesare structuredin a hierarchyoffunctions,subfunctions,tasks,togetherwith operator
actionsundertaken tosupportthe activities.
The ACTIN model of intentionsisimplemented as a blackboard (Englemore,Morgan,
and Nil,1988; Nii,1986).Thus, ACTIN consistsofa blackboarddata structurewhich containsthe
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evolving representation of current operator intentions (i.e., functions, subfunctions, tasks, and
actions), and a collection of knowledge sources that constructs, maintains, and assesses the
blackboard data structure. As system triggering events occur in real time, ACTIN posts new
functions, subfunctions, and tasks on the blackboard. As operator actions occur, they are posted on
the blackboard and "connected" to any current tasks which they support. This process of
"connection" is intent inferencing and provides OFMspert's understanding. Figure 8 depicts
ACTIN's intent inferencing structure. More detail about OFMspert's blackboard is given in the
section that follows.
OFMspert Amldtecttwe
The genericstructureofOFMspert isdepictedin Figure9. Sixfunctionalcomponents
comprise the system.Each ofthese components performs certainfunctionsnecessarytoan
operator'sassistant.
In general,the arrows in Figure9 representmessage-sending paths withinOFMspert. A
one-way arrow representsunidirectionalcommunication;the tailofthe arrow denotesthe
component thatsendsthe message and thehead ofthe arrow denotesthe component thatreceivesit.
The receiverofa message may returna value tothe sender.However, the replypath ofa message
isnot shown. For example, the workstationcomponent has no arrows leavingit,indicatingthat
the workstationisa passivecomponent thatcan onlyreplytomessages but cannot generateany of
itsown. A two-way arrow representsbi-directionalcommunication between the two components;
in thiscaseboth components are capableofinitiatingcommunication. The message type in one
directionmay be ofa differentypethan the message typeofthe otherdirection.A message
between any two components may be a requestforinformationora requestforthe receiving
component tocarryout an internalevent.Each OFMspert component definesitsown internal
events,and thereforeappears as a blackbox toothersystem components.
In general,allnew messages from the controlledsystem or informationabout operator
actionsenterOFMspert through the OFMspert interface.The interfacedecodesthe messages,and
new activities,calledevents,are sent toOFMspert's high levelcontroller(HLC). The high level
controllerschedulesand manages the executionofOFMspert's internalevents. HLC eventscan
be one ofthreetypes.The firstisan updatetothe currentproblem space(CPS),OFMspert's
representationofthe controlledsystem. The secondtype ofeventisan enhanced normative model
(ENM) event. The enhanced normative model containsnormative informationderivedfrom the
OFM. This module alsocontainsOFMspert's controlproperties.The thirdtypeofevent isa
blackboard event thatchanges ACTIN, OFMspert's blackboard.
The finalOFMspert component depictedinFigure 9 iscalledthe workstation,and it
containsa semantic descriptionofthe actualworkstationthe human operatoruses inthe controlof
the system.Theworkstationitself doesnot initiate anyeventsor activities;rather,itcontains
informationotherOFMspert components may need. The remainder ofthissectionprovidesa
detaileddescriptionofthe OFMspert modules and controlprocesses.
OFMspert Interface.The OFMspert interface,from an abstractpointofview,issimplya
blackbox thatprovidesthe logicalcommunications between OFMspert and the controlledsystem
(and human operator).At a very low level,thereexistssome form ofhardware communications
between the computers supportingthe controlledsystem and OFMspert (ifthey arelocatedon
physicallyseparatemachines).At a higher level,the interfaceisresponsiblefordecoding
messages senttoOFMspert and encodingmessages sentby OFMspert back tothe controlled
system. When the interfacedecodesa message receivedfrom the controlledsystem,itcreatesan
eventbased on the message typeand poststhe eventinthehigh levelcontroller'sevent queue tobe
processedat the earliestime possible.For example, ifan eventoccursin the controlledsystem
(e.g.,an equipmen_ failureor an operatoraction)thatinstantiatesa new operatorfunction,a
message issenttothe OFMspert interface.The interfacethen createsa high levelcontrollerevent
that,when processed,willinstanciatea function/subfunction/tasktructurethatisplacedon the
blackboard. Abstractly,the OFMspert interfaceisan endlessloopthatcontinuallydecodes
messages,createsevents,and postseventsinthe HLC event queue.
High Level Controller(HLC). The high levelcontrolleristhe centralschedulerforevents
withinOFMspert. HLC eventsare theresultofactivitiesinitiatedby eitherthe operatororthe
controlledsystem itself.Messages from the controlledsystem are decodedby the OFMspert
interfaceand cause OFMspert eventstq.be createdand scheduledforexecutionduringOFMspert
system cycles.A system cyclebeginswhen the HL'C initiatesthe executionofa scheduledevent
and ends when the sequence ofactionsrequiredtocarryoutthe eventare executed.New events
createdduringthe currentsystem cycleand placedin the HLC eventqueue toexecuteatfuture
times are not consideredpartofthe currentsystem cycle.On each system cycle,the HLC executes
the firstevent initsqueue whose time isbeforeoratthe currentsystemtime. As seen inFigure9,
the arrowsthatpointtothe HLC originateatcomponents thatarecapableofplacingan eventinthe
HLC eventqueue. Modules with arrowsinitiatedattheHLC areOFMspert components thatcan
executean event when theHLC deems thatone isready.
Current Problem Space (CPS). OFMspert, inmost facetsofitsoperation,requires
knowledge ofthe currentstatusofthe controlledsystem. This informationisused tohypothesize
operatorfunctions,verifythe semanticsofoperatoractions,and assistin blackboard
assessments.OFMspert's currentproblem spacemaintains an internalrepresentationofthe most
prominent featuresofthe currentstateofthe controlledsystem.The CPS receivesa message from
the OFMspert interfacewhenever thereisa relevantstatechange inthe controlledsystem and uses
thisinformationto update itsrepresentation.Some lessimportant statusinformationmay not be
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continuouslystoredwithinOFMspert due to spaceor speed constraints.When OFMspert needs
additionalstatusinformationabout the controlledsystem itmay ask forand receivethis
informationon an as-neededbasis.The latterinteractionisdepictedin Figure9 by the arrow
from CPS tothe OFMspert interface.
Enhanced Normative Model (ENM). The enhanced normative model containsnormative
informationabout the controlledsystem and the OFM-derived informationabout operator
functionsand procedures.This component plays a criticalrolein intentinferencingand in
OFMspert's abilitytointeractwith the controlledsystem. The finalENM implementation
containsallnecessaryinformationforboth intentinferencingand system control.
The ENM containsthe function,subfunction,and taskac_vitytreesthatare used by
ACTIN forintentinferencing.Activitytreesare staticknowledge storedin an ENM data base
and indexedby system statechanges.System eventsthatinitiateoperatorstatechanges are
derivedfrom the OFM and are thereforealsostaticinformation.When a relevantsystem state
change isdecoded by the interface,an ENM eventisplacedin the HLC eventqueue. This event is
executedon thenext system cycleand the ENM usesthe propersystem statechange index to
retrievethe appropriateactivitytree.Then, an ACTIN eventtoupdate the blackboard
representationisplacedin ACTIN's eventlist.System eventsthatcause new taskinformationto
be senttoACTIN are referredto as initiatingconditions.
Operator actions,which are encoded intomessages and senttoOFMspert by the controlled
system,are decodedby theinterface,placedon the HLC eventsqueue,and eventuallysenttothe
enhanced normative model. The ENM convertstheseactionsto the properblackboardform and
createsan ACTIN eventtoupdate the representation.
ACTIN (ActionsInterpreter).ACTIN isOFMspert's blackboard and itisresponsiblefor
the intentinferencingfunctions.Like most blackboards,ACTIN has three primary components:
a blackboarddata structure,knowledge sources,and blackboardcontrol.Figure10 depictsthe
ACTIN component in more detail.
ACTIN's blackboard isa hierarchicalstructureofnodes definingfunctions,subfunctions,
tasks,and actions.Blackboard nodes on the higherthreelevels,i.e.,function,subfunction,and
task nodes,are usuallymodel-derived;thus,some system event,i.e.,initiatingcondition,
triggersan OFMspert cyclethatpostsnodes definedby an enhanced normative model activity
tree.Actionnodes are always data-derived;thus,a blackboardactionnode isalways the resultof
an actualhuman operatoractionthatwas decodedattheinterface,processedby the HLC,
interpretedby the ENM, and postedand processedby ACTIN's eventlistand eorresponding
knowledge sources. Occasionallythere are data-derivedfunction,subfunctions,or task nodes.
Data-derivednodes are used by ACTIN to infera function,subfunction,or taskfrom one or more
operatoractionsnot fullyunderstoodin the contextofthe currentblackboardrepresentation.
ACTIN, like HASP (Nii et al., 1982), contains three hierarchically related types of
knowledge sources(KSs): strategy,activatorand specialist.The specialistKSs containthe
domain-specificknowledge needed tomanipulate the blackboarddata structure;theseKSs
constructthe blackboardrepresentation(currentbesthypothesis)and perform blackboard
assessments.The activatorKSs selectthe specialistsand togetherform partofthe blackboard
controlstructure.
Within the blackboardthereare two major typesofevents: constructionand maintenance
ofthe operatorrepresentation,and assessmentofthe representationtoevaluateoperator
performancewith respecttothe normativeproceduresprescribedinthe ENId. Every time the HLC
schedulesan ACTIN cycle,the strategyknowledge sourceisthe firstcontrolentitycalled.The
HLC has no controloverwhat typeofeventthe blackboardexecutes;thiscontrolresidesinthe
strategyKS. Every time the ENM schedulesa blackboardcycle,the strategyKS determineswhich
typeofeventtofocuson next. Afterselectingan event,the strategyknowledge sourcecallsan
appropriateactivatorknowledge source.Events are one oftwo types: maintenance or assessment.
For each event type,thereisa correspondingactivatorknowledge source.The activatorKS chooses
themost appropriatespecialistKS toprocessthe event.
The strategyKS analyzesthreeliststodeterminewhat eventtofocuson next. These lists
are the clock-eventslist,the eventslist,and the problems lists.Clock-eventsexertthe greatest
influenceon the blackboard controlprocess.The clock-eventslistcontainsevents scheduledfor
futureexecution,forexample,a periodicassessment ofsome controltask. Alleventsin the clock-
eventslistthatare scheduledtoperform at orbeforethe currenttime are immediatelyexecuted.
The eventslistcontainseventsthatare generatedby the ENM whileinterpretingsystem state
changes and operatoractions.All new informationisplacedin the blackboard eventslistand,
thus,providesthe strategyKS with a centrallocationforfindingnew eventson which tofocus.
During a singleACTIN cycle,alleventson the eventslistare processed.The problems list
containsalloperatoractionnodes thatcouldnot be understoodwhen they arrivedinACTIN, i.e.,
actionsthatwere postedon the actionlevelbut couldnotbe connectedtoone ormore tasknodes at
the tasklevel.Unconnected actionsare put intheproblems listinthehope thatfutureoperator
actionsor system eventscan help to disambiguatetheirmeaning. The problems listisexamined
afterallready clock-eventsand eventslisteventsin the currentcyclehave been processed.Any
item in the problems listthatissubsequentlyexplainedisremoved and processed.
Information Fusion. The first requirement of the intent inferencer is to construct a
representation of the operator's current state. To do this, both model-derived and data-derived
information are posted and manipulated on the blackboard data structure by knowledge sources.
The relationship between the objects at different levels is specified by named links generated by
the knowledge sources. The objects and links between them generally form a representation that
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pictorially resembles a forest of rooted trees. Each 'tree' represents a function and its associated
subfunctions, tasks, and actions. When a new action enters ACTIN and is placed on the
blackboard,the KSs attempttoconnectittoallpossibletasksthatthe actionmay support.An action
thatconnectstotaskslocatedin differentactivitytreesisassumed to supportallactivefunctions.
However, thismay or may not be true. When new informationentersACTIN, there isoften
insufficientinformationtodetermine which task(s)the actionisintended to support. Our policyis
tomaximally connectnew actions,i.e.,connectan actiontoallpossibletasksthatitmight
support.The problem solvingstrategyopportunisticallydisambiguatesthe situationata later
time.
InformationRemoval. An important issuein constructingand maintaining the
operator'scurrentstaterepresentationwithinACTIN isthatofknowing when toremove
informationfrom the blackboard.At some point,the utilityofindividualpieces(orgroups)of
informationbecomes negligible,i.e.,old informationbecomes outdated or obsolete.To facilitate
currentmaintenance and assessment operations,informationwith low utilityshouldbe removed.
The dilemma arisesin determining when informationhas negligiblevalue. Removing
informationthatisstillneeded may cause futureassessments tohypothesizeincorrectlythatan
operatorerrorhas occurred.To preventthissituation,informationremoval isgoverned by a
strategyofleastcommitment in which the decisiontoremove informationisdelayed untilitis
absolutelycertainthatthe informationhas no value.
OFMspert uses well-definedsystem eventsas the primary means ofdetermining when
informationshould be removed from the blackboard. The enabling conditionsfortransitions
between nodes atthe heterarchiclevelofthe OFM includethosethatcause informationremoval.
Within OFMspert, enabling conditionsthatterminatean operatorfunctioncause an assessment
ofthe function,subfunction,or task and informationremoval ofthe correspondingblackboard
nodes. Actionnodes are removed onlywhen they are no longerconnectedtoany currenttasks,
i.e.,no longerin support ofany currentfunctionsor subfunctions.Maximal connectionof actions
ensures a conservativeinformationremoval strategy.
Blackboard Assessment. In OFMspert, knowledge sources,derivedfrom the OFM ofthe
controlledsystem,carryout assessments. Assessment knowledge sourcesare invoked by
blackboardcontroltodeterminethe extenttowhich operatoractionssupportcurrentlyhypothesized
functions,subfunctions,and tasks.Assessments are always made in the contextofa particular
functionsor subfunctions.Initially,the resultofan assessment isa detailedevaluationwrittento
a file.The secondphase ofthisresearch,OFMspert with controlcapal_ilities_u es assessmentsin
realtime to providethe basisforactiveoperatoraiding.
An Example of OFMspert IntentInferencingOperation. A generalexample of OFMspert
intentinferencingispresentedbelow. However, firstwe must distinguishbetween initiatingand
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terminating conditions. Initiating conditions "start something" in the controlled system and thus
will cause the posting of new operator function, subfunction, and tasks on the blackboard.
Terminating conditions "finish something" in the controlled system and thus will cause the
assessment and removal of now-obsolete functions, subfunction, tasks, and any connected actions
from the blackboard. It is possible that operator actions and changes in the controlled system are
neitherinitiatingnor terminating,e.g.,an informationrequest.Itisalsopossiblethat the same
actionor system change can be both terminatingand initiating--thatis,finishone thingand start
something elsein the controlledsystem,e.g.,a manual configurationactionterminates the
configurefunctionand initiatesa controlofcurrentmission function.
Suppose the operatorexecutesan actioninthe controlledsystem. This actioniscoded intoa
message and senttothe OFMspert interface,which parsesthe message and schedulesthe
appropriateenhanced normative model event forhandling thisinput and, ifnecessary,schedules
anotherevent toupdate the currentproblem space."Scheduling"here means adding an event to
the high levelcontroller'sevent queue intime-sortedorder.The event queue isrepeatedlychecked
tosee ifitistime foritsfirstevent to"fire."When thattime comeslthe message tobegin
processingwillbe senttothe ENM. The ENM willgenerateeventstobe processedby the
blackboard.The exactnatureoftheseeventsdepends on whether the operator'sactionwas
initiatingor terminating.For any operatoraction,the ENM willalways add a "postaction"event
tothe blackboard'seventlist.Ifthe actionisinitiating,the ENM willalsogeneratethe appropriate
functionssubfunction,and taskstructureand add a "postactivitytree"to the blackboard'sevent
list.Ifthe actionisterminating,the ENM willadd "assess"and "informationremoval" eventsto
the blackboard'seventlist.Ifthe actionisboth initiatingand terminating,the ENM willcreate
and add "assess","informationremoval",and "postactivitytree"events to the blackboard's
eventlist.Afterthisdirectinteractionwith the blackboard,the ENM schedulesan eventin the
high levelcontroller'seventqueue to actuallycarryout the eventsjustadded tothe blackboard's
eventlist.Subsequent OFMspert system cyclesupdate the currentproblem spaceand the
blackboard.
Summary. The genericOFMspert consistsofsixmajor components. The blackboard
architecturepermits a hierarchicalrepresentationofthe operator'sinferredcurrentfunctions,
subfunctions,and tasks. This dynamic and hierarchicorganizationof the blackboard parallels
the structureofthe operatorfunctionmodel. The blackboarddata structurenaturallyand
efficientlyrepresentsoperatoractionsand controlledsystem eventsas a structureoffunctions,
subfunctions,tasks and actions.The knowledge sourcesare convenient,well-organized
structuresthatrepresentdomain knowledge and can assessthe overalleffectivenessofhow the
operatorcoordinatescontrolactionstomeet higherlevelsystem goals.Detailsofthe software
engineeringdesign and specificationare given in Rubin etal.(1988).
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Theeffectivenessofan operator'sassistantdepends on the validityofitsmodel ofoperator
intentionsand itsinterpretationofoperatoraction.Thus, the nextstepin thisresearchproject
addressed the validityof OFMspert's intentinferencingcomponent.
Validation of OFMspert's Intent Understanding
This phase ofthe OFMspert researchassessedthe degreetowhich OFMspert possessedthe
knowledge or understanding to intelligentlyassistan operator. Validationof intentinferencing
assuresthatthe system iscorrectlyinferringthe intentionsofthe human operator.Within the
contextofACTIN's structureofintentions,thismeans thatthe system inferssupportforthe same
tasks(and by extension,subfunctionsand functions)as thehuman, giventhe same setofoperator
actions.The "human" inthiscasecan be a human domain expertperforming a post-hoc
analysis,or the human operatorgivinga concurrentverbalaccountofintentions.Thus, the
experimental validationof ACTIN's intentinferencingwas conducted in two studies.In
Experiment 1,a domain expert'sinterpretationsofoperatordata were compared toACTIN's
interpretationsofthosesame actionson an action-by-actionbasis.In Experiment 2,concurrent
verbalprotocolswere collectedfrom GT-MSOCC operators.Statements ofintentionsforeach
actionwere compared toACTINVs interpretations.
In experiment I a domain experthypothesizedintentionsfrom the data often GT-MSOCC
operators.These ten operatorswere the originalGT-MSOCC subjects(Mitchelland Saisi,1987;
Mitchelland Forren,1987) in a GT-MSOCC controlcondition.The lastthree sessionsofeach
subjectwere used in thisanalysis,yieldinga total'of30 hours ofexperimentaldata.The data from
thesesubjectsconsistedofvariouslogfilesthatdetailedthe eventsthatoccurredduringthe
experimental sessions.Perfectstateinformation(i.e.,what missions were currentlyconfigured,
what equipment failuresexisted)was available,as wellas everyactionby the operator.The
domain expertused theselogfilesas thebasisforinterpretations.
The secondexperiment compared subjectverbalprotocolstoACTIN interpretations.This
experiment used verbaldata as a measure ofsubjects'intentionsin controllingGT-MSOCC.
Verbal protocoldata have been extremelyusefulin the development ofhuman-machine models.
Verbal datacan be treatedas any otherclassofdata thatproposesa correspondencebetween
observedbehavior and predictionsofa model;in fact,verbalreportsmay be a preferredsourceof
data because ofthe richnessofinformationavailable(Anderson,1987, Ericssonand Simon, 1984;
Miller,Poison,and Kintsch,1984).
The data inExperiment 2 consistofverbalprotocolsfrom two subjectsforseven GT-
MSOCC sessions.Both subjectswere trainedinthe standard controlcondition(seeMitchelland
Saisi,1987). The subjectparticipatedin 12 experimentalsessions.The firstfivewere considered
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training. During sessions 6 through 12, the subject controlled the GT-MSOCC system while
verbalizing intentions, actions, and problem solving activities. The subjects were instructed to
verbalize why they performed every action in the system; occasionally the experiment prompted
the subjects with "Why?" when they failed to verbalize an intention for an action.
The verbal protocols were transcribed and interpreted by the experimenter. (Complete
segmented protocol transcriptions are available in Jones, 1988.) Intentions were coded from the
verbalizations in several ways. The most straightforward was a direct statement of intent (e.g.,
an utterance of the type "I'm asking for this display because I want to find out this."). A variation
of this straightforward verbalizing was of the type "I want to do this", immediately preceded or
followed by the subject's typing in the relevant command. A less direct method of inferring
intentions involves examining what information the subject used as a result of the action.
The data from the two experiments consist of corresponding sets of interpretations for the
same actions. One set of interpretations is from ACTIN, the other from a human. These data can
be considered paired observations, since for every action there are two interpretations; the same
entity (action) is observed under two experimental conditions: ACTIN and human
interpretations.
Data summarizing the results of these two experiments are given in Figures 11 and 12.
Overall, ACTIN's intent inferencing ability compared favorably to human interpretations of the
same actions, both in the expert's analysis of data files and the verbal protocol analysis. The
observed differences were primarily due to model error and can be remedied in part by some
extensions to the operator function model and to ACTIN. Many mismatches occurred because the
GT-MSOCC OFM did not represent planning and browsing (e.g., information requests to support
upcoming events). Certain classes of actions--notably important system configuration
commands--were very well-matched. More detail is available in Jones (1988) and Jones et al.
(1990).
ALLY: OFMspert with Control Properties
OFMspert components coordinatetheirfunctionstobuilda representationofthe operator's
currentfunctionsand associatedsubfunctions,tasks,and actions.In the initialphase,OFMspert
had theknowledge about how tocontrolthe system,e.g.,how totroubleshootsorcompensate for
failures,but didnot have controlcapabilities.Given an effectivemodel ofoperatorintentions,the
next stepin the OFMspert researchmade OFMspert lesspassive,enablingitboth to engage in
system controland tointeractwith the operatorinthe mode ofan assistant.The next sections
describeALLY, OFMspert enhanced with controlproperties,and the empiricalevaluationof
ALLY as an operator'sassistant.
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Characteristicsofan Operator'sAssistant.
The two primary characteristicsof an effectiveoperator'sassistantare understanding
and control.ACTIN, OFMspert's understanding component, was shown tobe an effective
architectureforpostulatingand interpretingoperatoractivities.Given a reliableunderstanding
component, the next OFMspert phase focusedon providingOFMspert with system control
propertieswhich the human operatorcouldinitiate,refine,and terminate. OFMspert control
propertieswere intendedtobe as effectiveas thoseofahuman assistantand includeinteractive
refinementsbetween OFMspert and the human operatorthatemulated the manner inwhich
experiencedteams ofhuman operatorsinteract.
ALLY, likeOFMspert itself,isboth a theoryofinteractionand an architecturein which the
theoryisimplemented and evaluated.The theoryunderpinning the ALLY architectureisbased
on a literaturereview and a casestudy oftwo human operatorsjointlycontrollinga dynamic
system
The literaturesuggeststhreeprinciplesofeffectivecooperation.First,operatorsuse
multiplemental models torepresentknowledge ofthe physicalsystem,theirown activities,and
theirknowledge ofotherteam members. These models are maintained at multiplelevelsof
abstraction.The appropriatelevelisdynamic and determined by a cooperationstrategy.The
second principleis that cooperationincludes"cognitivebalancing"--dynamicallybalancing the
workload among team members given current system demands and operatoravailabilities.
Finally,the literaturesuggeststhatcooperationisflexible.Activitiesbetween operatorsare
dynamic and interactive.
Case Study ofa Team ofHtmmn _tors.
ALLY isdesignedtoassistthe GT-MSOCC operatorin carryingout allofthe GT-MSOCC
supervisorycontrolfunctions.The designwas based on a model ofthe GT-MSOCC operator
controlfunctionsand attempted toduplicatethe capabilitiesofa human assistantobservedinthe
casestudy.The casestudydocumented the interactionofa team oftwo experiencedoperators
controllingGT-MSOCC. During operation,verbalprotocolsofthe two-personteam were collected.
In thecasestudy,the relationshipbetween thehuman operatorand thehuman assistant
was one in which the operatorsupervisedthe assistant.The assistant,however, was not passive.
The assistantunderstoodthe cognitivecomplexitiesofthe operatorfunctionsand actively
monitored the system forfailures,and, when necessary,initiatedfaultdetectionand
compensation activities.The assistanthelpedthe primary operatorby issuingreminders of
incompleteactivities.The primary operatordynamicallydelegatedthe taskstothe assistant.At
times,the responsibilityfora whole functionwould be giventothe assistant;atothertimes,the
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secondoperatorassistedthe primary operatorinperforminga function.The two operatorteam
effectivelycontrolledGT-MSOCC. Together,the two operatorscontrolledthe system such that
overallsystem performance was betterthan performancefora singleoperator.
ALLY A,xdlitecture
The operationalconceptin ALLYs designisthatALLY functionsin a manner similarto
a human assistant.The operatorhas completecontroloverALLY and can delegateas few or as
many ofthe controlresponsibilitiestoALLY as desired.ALLY isnot passive,however; italso
activelymonitors the system and initiatestroubleshootingactivitieswhen necessary.
ALLY interactswith the GT-MSOCC system in a distributedfashion (Figure13).The
distributedarchitecturesimulatesthe environment ofa human assistant.ALLY, likethe human
assistant,performs independentlyofthe GT-MSOCC system. This architectureisconsistentwith
the conceptofan assistantthatexecutesautonomously initsown environment.
ALLY has the same informationas the human operator.ALLY receivesmessages from
the GT-MSOCC system indicatingchange'sin system state.As with the human operator,ALLYs
knowledge ofsystem eventsalways lagssomewhat behind the actualstateofthe system. For
example,ifthe operatorreplacesa failedcomponent, ALLY doesnot update itsrepresentationuntil
GT-MSOCC finishesthe replaceand notifiesboth the operatorand ALLY ofthe change.
ALLY receivessome informationautomatically,primarilyinformationabout changes in
system state.ALLY requests otherinformationfrom the system. Time and speed problems isa
distributedarchitectureprevent an autonomous agent from having and maintaining complete
knowledge about the controlledsystem. For the GT-MSOCC application,ALLY, likethe human
operator,requestssatelliteand equipment scheduleinformationon an "as needed" basis.When
ALLY needs scheduleinformationto perform a specificactivity(e.g.,finda replacement),ALLY
requeststhe appropriateschedulefrom the GT-MSOCC system.
ALLY Operator Interface
In order to interact with ALLY, the three monitor GT-MSOCC workstation was augmented
with an ALLY workstation. The ALLY workstation consists of a computer, a CRT and a mouse.
The operator uses the workstation to delegate tasks to ALLY and ALLY uses it to communicate with
the operator.
The ALLY display consists of three primary windows (see Figure 14). The top window
displays the current time. The middle window consists of control buttons that the operator uses to
delegate control tasks to ALLY. The bottom window is the Message Transcript window. ALLY
uses this window to communicate with the operator. In the Message window, ALLY precedes each
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message with a time stamp indicatingwhen themessage was written;forcriticalmessages,
ALLY uses an audio signaltonotifythe operatorand precedesthe message linewith asterisks.
ALLY's Control Capabilities
The operatordelegatesactivitiestoALLY by clickingthe mouse on one ofthe control
buttons.The tasksdefinedinthe controlbuttonsare based on the operatorfunctionmodel ofthe
GT-MSOCC operator. The "Check Telemetry","FailureSupport","Question Support",
"ReconfigureSupport",and "DeconfigureSupport" controlbuttonsrelatedirectlyto the five
controlfunctionsdefinedby the GT-MSOCC operatorfunctionmodel. In addition,ALLY provides
"MissionSupport" and "Equipment Support" informationtothe operator.These classesofsupport
were suggestedby thecasestudy.The operatorusesthe "Interrupt"controlbuttontostopALLY
from carryingout a task. This interruptcapabilityprovidesthe operatorwith complete control
overALLY. Not onlycan the operatordecidewhich taskstodelegatetoALLY, the "Interrupt"
controlbutton providesthe operatorwith the capabilitytoflexibly'de-allocate'tasks.Gaines and
Shaw (1983)describedthis"reset"capabilityas an importantpartOfa userinterface;Fox (1987)
identifiesitas an essentialpartofinteractionin problem solvingand tutoring.
Each ofthe controlfunctionsdefinedby the controlbuttons,exceptfor"Interrupt",has an
associatedsetof subtasks.These tasks reflectdifferentlevelsofabstractionand/oraggregationat
which the operatorcan interactwith ALLY. The operatorcan delegatetoALLY as much oras little
responsibilityas desired.
ALLY uses a seriesof"pop-up"windows todefinethe range ofsubtasks.When the operator
selectsone ofthe controlbuttons,ALLY displaysa submenu. Ifat any pointduringtask
specification,the operatormakes a mistake or changes his/hermind and decidesnot tohave
ALLY perform the task,the operatorcan clickoutsideofthe menu and ALLY stopsthe task
specificationprocess.This "repair"capabilitykeeps the operatorin complete controlofthe
conversation(Fox,1987).
When ALLY completesan assignedtask,itcheckstosee ifthe overalloperatoror control
functionthe task was supportinghas been completed. Ifthe functionisincompleteand ALLY
knows thatitcan now completethe function,ALLY offerstodo so. For example,assume that
ApplicationProcessor4 (AP4) failed.The operatortellsALLY tofinda replacement forAP4.
ALLY determinesthatAP1 can be used and tellsthe operator;then,ALLY offerstoperform the
actualreplacementtask. The operatorcan eitherauthorizeALLY toperform the taskordo it
him/herself.
The principleisthatALLY understands the operator'sfunctionsin the system and knows
thata relatedtaskwillneed tobe undertaken eventually.While ALLY onlyperforms delegated
system controltasks,itunderstands the overallcontrolfunctionsand thus,can assessthe degree
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to which they are completed and offertimelyassistance.This behaviorissimilarto the
interactionbetween the two human operatorscontrollingthe GT-MSOCC system. The human
assistantwould consistentlyoffertocomplete a functionifonlypartofthe taskswere performed.
Thisflexibilitydoesnot reduceany ofthe operator'scontroloverALLY. Rather,itpermitsthe
operatortobalancethe workload inthe contextofcurrentsystem state.
The followingsectionsdescribethe functionalityofeach ALLY controlbutton and how the
operatorusesthebuttonstodelegatetaskstoALLY. The relationbetween controlbuttonsand the
GT-MSOCC operatorfunctionmodel isalsodescribed.
Mission Support. The operator uses "Mission Support" to request ALLY to provide
information about a specific mission. At this time, "Mission Support" consists of one task; the
operator can ask ALLY to identify the time a current mission is scheduled to be completed.
"Mission Support" can be used to assist in several operator tasks defined in the operator
function model. For a mission with a failed component, ALLY can determine how long a
replacement component is needed by checking the duration of the mission(s). The duration of
current missions also supports the "Check System Constraints" subfunction of the "Respond to
Unscheduled Support Requests" (i.e., determine if the maximum number of concurrent missions
supported by GT-MSOCC will be exceeded).
Figure 15 shows the menus ALLY uses for "Mission Support". When the operator clicks on
"Mission Support", ALLY displays a menu showing the tasks that the operator can delegate to
ALLY. When the operator selects "Show Mission Time Down", ALLY displays a list of the current
missions and asks the operator to select .one. For the selected mission, ALLY determines its
termination time from the OFMspert Current Problem Space and reports the time to the operator in
the Message Transcript window.
Equipment Support. The operator uses "Equipment Support" to ask ALLY to provide
information about equipment and classes of equipment. Figure 16 shows the various ALLY menus
for this function. These tasks, i.e., "Check if Equipment Available" and "Find a Free
Equipment", support several of the GT-MSOCC control functions, including "Identify
Replacement Equipment" for both the "Fault Compensation" and "Compensate for Schedule
Conflict" functions, and "Identify Equipment" for the "Unscheduled Support Request" function.
For "Check if Equipment is Available", ALLY determines if a specific piece of equipment
is available for a specified period of time (e.g., AP1 available for 3 minutes). In a series of pop-up
menus, ALLY asks the operator to define the equipment class, component number, and duration.
ALLY then asks GT-MSOCC for the equipment schedule for the designated component. When
ALLY receives the schedule, it checks to see if the equipment is available for the time desired and
tells the operator the answer in the Message Transcript window.
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For "Find a Free Equipment", ALLY identifies an available component of a specified
class for a specific duration. Again, ALLY uses a series of pop-up menus with which the operator
defines the equipment class and duration. Then, ALLY requests a schedule from GT-MSOCC for
all components of that equipment class. ALLY searches the schedules to identify a component that
is free for the duration requested. The results of ALLY's search, either successful or not, are
written in the Message Transcript window.
Check Telemetry. In the GT-MSOCC operator function model, "Control Current Mission"
consists of three major subfunctions: "Monitor for Hardware Failures and Software Problems",
"Detect the Cause of Software Problems", and "Compensate for Failed or Degraded Hardware".
These subfunctions are, in turn, abstracted into several operator tasks. ALLY decomposes
"Control of Current Missions" into two activities: "Check Telemetry" and the "Failure Support".
Figure 17 depicts the relationship between the operator activities described in the operator
function model and ALLY's "Check Telemetry" function. "Check Telemetry" is divided into two
activities, monitor the network endpoints (e.g., mission operations room (MOR)) and
troubleshoot. The operator can delegate either of these activities to ALLY. The operator can
delegate two monitoring tasks to ALLY: "Monitor Endpoints (e.g., RUP3)" and "Monitor
MORs/SPFs". Both activities directly relate to the OFM monitor subfunction. The operator can
delegate three troubleshoot tasks to ALLY: "troubleshoot Interior Points", '_Troubleshoot All
Equipment", and "Troubleshoot a Specific Equipment". The troubleshoot tasks relate to the
operator function model's "identify degraded hardware" subfunction.
Taken together, these ALLY activities provide the operator with the flexibility to choose the
extent of the troubleshooting activity that s/he delegates to ALLY. With the exception of the
"Troubleshoot a Specific Equipment" task, when the operator delegates any of the monitor or
troubleshoot tasks to ALLY, ALLY asks the operator to specify which of the current missions to
check. ALLY maintains a collection of the current missions in OFMspert's Current Problem
Space and provides the operator with a list of all of these missions, together with an option to check
all of the missions. The operator can, therefore, ask ALLY to focus on a specific mission or on all
of the missions.
Failure Support. "Failure Support" consists of three activities: "Find a Replacement",
"Replace a Failed Equipment", and "Issue an Alert Message". Figure 18 depicts the relationship
between OFM and ALLY. The ALLY activities are structured to provide the operator with the
capability to delegate a range of fault compensation tasks to ALLY.
The first ALLY activity in Figure 18, "Find a Replacement", corresponds to the "Identify
Replacement Hardware" operator control activity. When the operator delegates this task to ALLY,
ALLY requests the appropriate equipment schedules from the controlled system and attempts to
identify a replacement. In the "Find Replacement" activity, ALLY does not replace the
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component; rather,ALLY examines the equipment schedulesand reportsthe resultstothe
operator. As with a human assistant,ifALLY findsa replacement,ALLY then offerstoreplace
the failedcomponent. IfALLY cannotfinda freereplacement,itoffersto send the appropriate
alertmessage to the GT-MSOCC system.
"Replace a FailedEquipment" correspondsto the "Manually Reconfigure"operator
controlactivityinthe operatorfunctionmodel. When the operatordelegatesthistask toALLY,
ALLY firstchecks to see ifithas alreadyfound a replacement(i.e.,the "IdentifyReplacement
Hardware" task).IfALLY findsa replacement,itissuesthe replacecommand. IfALLY does not
finda replacement,itofferstosend the appropriatemessage back tothe controlledsystem. When
the operatorselectsthe "Issuealert"option,ALLY tellsthe controlledsystem that no replacement
equipment is available.
When the operatordelegatesany ofthesethreetaskstoALLY, ALLY usesa seriesofpop-up
menus toallowthe operatortoidentifythe failedcomponent (Figure19).ALLY assumes thatthe
failureisone ofitscurrentlyhypothesizedfailuresand thereforedisplaysa listofthe currently
hypothesizedequipment failures.The operator,however, might know about otherfailed
components;consequently,the "Other"menu optionprovidesthe operatorwith the capabilityto
identifya failurethatALLY does not list.When the operatorselects"Other",ALLY uses pop-up
menus toletthe operatoridentifya new failedcomponent. IfALLY does notknow about any
failures,ALLY immediatelygoes tothesemenus tohave the operatorspecifythe failure.
"FailureSupport" alsoallowsthe operatortoupdate ALLY's setofsuspectedfailures.
Occasionally,ALLY may misdiagnose a softwarefailure.A failureidentifiedby ALLY may
have been the normal fluctuationsin the system. The operatoruses "Remove a Failure"totell
ALLY to remove a component from itsfailurelist.
QuestionSupport. "ResponsetoUnscheduled SupportRequests" isa functionthatconsists
offourrelatedactivities:"Determine FeasibilityofSupport","Determine Equipment Needed",
"IdentifyEquipment", and "Manually ConfigureMission". Each ofthese activitiesare supported
by varioustasks under ALLY's "QuestionsSupport" controlbutton. "QuestionSupport" consistsof
a range ofactivitiesthatthe operatorcan ask ALLY toperform: "Show Question","Show
Equipment Needed", "Check Mission Schedules","Check Equipment Schedules","Determine
Answer, "Answer Question",and "ConfigureMission". Figure 20 depictshow each ofthese tasks
supportsthe correspondingsubfunctionsin the operatorfunctionmodel.
"QuestionSupport" has a range ofactivitiesfrom very simplesupport (e.g.,"Show
Question")to the complete setofactivitiesrequiredby the function(e.g.,"Answer Question").In
thismanner, the operatordecideshow much orhow littlesupportALLY provides.When the
operatorselects"Show Question",ALLY restatesthe supportrequest."Show Equipment Needed"
correspondstothe "Determine Equipment Needed" subfunction.When asked,ALLY providesthe
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operator with the mission's equipment requirements. "Check Mission Schedules" corresponds to
the "Determine Feasibility of Support" subfunction. When the operator delegates this activity to
ALLY, ALLY check three system constraints. First, ALLY checks the current system state to see if
five missions are already being supported. If so, the request cannot be supported. Next, ALLY
requests the GT-MSOCC schedule to see if scheduling this mission will cause more than five
missions to be supported concurrently in the time frame under consideration. Finally, ALLY
requests the mission schedule to see if the mission is already scheduled during the time frame of
the support request. If ALLY determines that the request cannot be supported, ALLY tells the
operatorand offerstoanswer "NO" tothe question.Ifthe missioncan be supported,ALLY reports
thistothe operatorinthe Message Transcriptwindow.
The "IdentifyEquipment" operatorsubfunctioncorrespondsto ALLY's "Check Equipment
Schedules".When requested,ALLY attemptstoidentifythe availableequipment thatcan be used
to supportthe mission. For each classofequipment needed by the mission,ALLY requests
schedulesfrom GT-MSOCC and identifiespecificomponents that are freeand unscheduled. If
ALLY findsthatallofthe equipment isavailable,ALLY reportsthisresultin the Message
Transcriptwindow togetherwith the specificpiecesofequipment. IfALLY findsthatsome ofthe
necessaryequipment isnot available,ALLY tellsthe operatorwhat isnot availableand offersto
answer "NO" to the question.
ALLY's "Determine Answer" activitycorrespondsto two operatorsubfunctions:
"Determine FeasibilityofSupport" and "IdentifyEquipment Needed". When the operatorselects
"Determine Answer", ALLY firstchecksthe system constraints.IfALLY findsthatthe
constraintsare satisfied,ALLY proceedstocheck the equipment schedulesto identifythe specific
components thatcan be used tosupportthe mission.IfALLY findsthe necessaryequipment,ALLY
then indicatestothe operatorthatthe missioncan be supportedand specifiesan equipment network
thatcan be used. ALLY then offerstoconfigurethe mission;the operatormay ask ALLY to
configurethe mission ordo ithim/herself.IfALLY findsthatthe mission cannotbe supported,
ALLY reportsthe resultand reasoninthe Message Transcriptwindow and offersto answer "NO"
tothe question.
"Answer Question"issimilartothe previousactivity,exceptthat in thiscase,ALLY
answers the question,i.e.,ALLY sends a message to GT-MSOCC. Then, ifthe answer is"yes",
ALLY offers to configure the mission.
The "Configure Mission" task corresponds to three of the operator subfunctions:
"Determine Feasibility of Support", "Identify Equipment Needed", and "Manually Configure
Mission". When the operator selects "Configure Mission", ALLY performs the same activities as
"Answer Question", except, when the answer is affirmative, ALLY automatically configures the
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mission. Ifthe missioncannotbe supported,ALLY reportstothe operatorand offerstosend an
alertmessage to GT-MSOCC.
ALLY activitiesrequiringinteractionwith the controlledsystem are somewhat difficult
forALLY (seethe discussionofALLY limitationsin a subsequent section),thus,carewas taken to
structurethe taskstoallowthe operatortodelegatea range ofresponsibilities.In thisway, the
operatorcan choosehow touse ALLYs adviceand has controloverthe typeofsupportALLY
provides.For example, the operatormay ask fora recommendation or may actuallydelegatethe
entirereplacement task toALLY.
Reconfigure Support. The operator uses "Configure Support" to delegate activities to ALLY
related to the "Compensate for Automated Schedule Failure" operator control function. This
function consists of three subfunctions: "Determine What Hardware Component is
Unavailable", "Identify Replacement Hardware", and "Manually Reconfigure". Each of these
subfunctions are supported by menu options in "Reconfigure Support". The menu options are
"Find Replacement Equipment", "Reconfigure the Mission", and "Issue an Alert". Figure 21
depicts the relationship between the OFM and ALLY for reconfigure support.
ALLY maintains a list of pending requests. When the operator delegates any of these
activities to ALLY, ALLY asks the operator to identify the pending mission (i.e., the mission that
was unable to be configured) from the list ALLY displays.
:'Find Replacement Equipment" corresponds to two operator subfunctions: "Determine
What Hardware Component is Unavailable" and "Identify Replacement Hardware". When the
operator selects "Find Replacement Equipment", ALLY identifies the equipment that is
unavailable from information contained in OFMspert's Current Problem Space. ALLY then
attempts to identify replacement equipment. For a failed component, ALLY requests schedules for
that component's equipment class from GT-MSOCC. If a replacement cannot be found, ALLY
informs the operator and offers to issue the appropriate Alert message. If a replacement is found,
ALLY tells the operator and offers to reconfigure the mission.
"Reconfigure Mission" combines all three of the operator subfunctions. When the operator
delegate this activity to ALLY, ALLY first identifies the unavailable equipment, then attempts to
find replacements, and, if a replacement is found, configures the mission. If ALLY cannot
reconfigure the mission because there is no replacement component, ALLY tells the operator and
offers to issue the appropriate Alert message.
Finally, when the operator selects "Issue an Alert", ALLY sends the appropriate Alert
message to GT-MSOCC. This activity supports the "Configure Mission" subfunction since a task
for this subfunction is to issue an alert if the mission cannot be configured.
Deconfigure Support. "Deconfigure Support" corresponds to the "Manual Deconfigure
Mission" function in the operator function model. This function consists of two activities:
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"Identify HardwareString" and "Remove Components". "Deconfigure Support" has only one
activity, "Deconfigure Mission". This task corresponds to both of OFM deconfigure activities;
Figure 22 depicts the relationship between ALLY and the OFM deconfigure function.
When the operator selects "Deconfigure Mission", ALLY asks the operator to specify the
mission to be deconfigured. ALLY generates a list of missions from OFMspert's currently
hypothesized deconfigure subfunctions. ALLY then issues the deconflgure command to the
controlled system and tells the operator that the mission is deconfigured.
Interrupt Button. The last control button is "Interrupt". The operator uses "Interrupt" to
stop ALLY from performing a delegated activity. The operator interrupts ALLY by clicking the
"Interrupt" control button. ALLY stops processing the current task and does not report any
intermediate results to the operator.
Summary. The control buttons were designed with specific principles in mind. First, and
foremost, the operator is provided a great deal of flexibility to decide how much or how little support
ALLY gives. The operator has complete control over the extent of ALLY's system control
activities. The operator may ask ALLY to determine an answer and then the operator may carry
out the function him/herself; or, the operator may ask ALLY to perform the entire function.
Second, the definition of the system control activities is well defined. ALLY only performs
the task that the operator delegates, and nothing more. For example, "Answer Question" means to
answer the support request question and nothing more. It does not imply that ALLY should
configure the mission if the answer is yes. In this manner, both the operator and ALLY
understand exactly what is meant by the set of mutual activities and there are no hidden
meanings.
Third, while ALLY only performs the activities that the operator requests, ALLYs model of
the operator and the operator control function also permits ALLY to offer assistance and reminders
with respect to the current operator functions. For example, if a control activity is incomplete,
ALLY offers to complete it, if it can. "Respond to Support Request", for example, does not end with
answering "YES" to the support request question; the mission must also be configured. ALLY
anticipates that the operator might request ALLY to configure the mission and offers to do so. It is
important to note, however, that timely offers of assistance or reminders do not limit any of the
operator's control flexibility; the operator may always say "NO" to ALLY's offer of assistance.
ALLY's Automatic Tasks
In addition to system control activities requested by the operator, ALLY also performs
several operator support tasks automatically. For the GT-MSOCC domain, ALLY monitors, and
when appropriate, troubleshoots the equipment networks. ALLY also automatically monitors
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critical events and reminds the operator when it appears that the operator may have forgotten or
overlooked an event.
The type of automatic support that ALLY provides will vary with the domain; the principle,
however, is that automatic activities are those that exploit the power of a computer-based assistant.
When faced with multiple tasks, the human operator typically performs them serially. A
computer, on the other hand, can perform tasks concurrently. Consequently, since the design
objective of the computer-based assistant is not only to replicate the human assistant, but to provide
a toolthatthe operatorcoulduse,ALLY takes advantage ofthe computer'sprocessingcapabilities.
ALLY performs automaticactivitiesinadditiontoactivitiesthatthe operatordelegates.In
thismanner, the operatorremains in controlofGT-MSOCC and ALL. In addition,the operator
has a toolto assistin performing the most cognitivelydemanding activity,i.e.,monitoringthe
equipment networks,without having toask specificallyforhelp.
ALLY's Automatic Fault Detection. ALLY, using the power of a computer, continually
monitors the data transmissions at the network endpoints for each currently supported mission. If
ALLY detects a problem, ALLY informs the operator and automatically begins to troubleshoot the
network to identify the cause of the problem. Once ALLY has identified the cause, ALLY informs
the operator that it suspects a component failure. ALLY does not initiate replacement activities,
however, unless the operator directs ALLY to do so.
ALLY's automatic monitoring and troubleshooting activity is based on a cognitive task
analysis described in the operator function model. The operator function model describes the
operator functions in levels of abstraction. The most cognitively demanding task is monitoring
and troubleshooting. This activity is very difficult because of the format of the telemetry
information displayed to the operator and because not all of the information necessary to perform
the task is immediately or simultaneously available.
Part of the nature of a cooperative problem solving team is that both operators understand
the cognitive nature of the task and act accordingly. The operators attempt to '%alance" the
workload between them. ALLY understands the cognitive nature of the supervisory control
functions and attempts to provide assistance for tasks that the operator needs help in performing
(i.e., monitoring and troubleshooting). The primary purpose of an assistant is to reduce workload
and improve overall system performance. By aggregating and abstracting the raw telemetry data
to something more meaningful to the operator--a task that a computer performs effortlessly--ALLY
reduces the human operator's cognitive workload in the control of GT-MSOCC.
Reminding Capability. ALLY's other automatic activity is to remind the operator of
critical events that might have been missed or overlooked. In the GT-MSOCC system, ALLY,
when necessary, reminds the operator of three types of events, all three are system requests asking
the operator to manually change the system state. For GT-MSOCC these requests are manually
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deconfigure a mission's equipment network, manually reconfigure the network of a scheduled
mission, and manually configure an unscheduled
After some period of time, ALLY checks to see if the appropriate operator action has been
completed. If it has not been completed, ALLY reminds the operator of the missed system request
and offers to perform the task. The operator may then tell ALLY to perform the task or choose to do
it him/herself.
If the operator tells ALLY not to perform the task, ALLY does not provide additional
reminders. Repeated reminding was intentionally not implemented to prevent ALLY from
becoming a nuisance or a nag, if for some reason the operator intentionally choose not perform a
task (Knaeuper and Morris, 1984).
ALLY's Limitations
As with any cognitive system, either human or artificial, ALLY has strengths and
limitations. ALLY_s strengths are speed and computational processing capabilities. ALLY
limitations in the GT-MSOCC domain are incorrect identification of software failures and a
limited ability to successfully undertake planning.
ALLY does not accurately determine all software failures; it makes both Typ e I (i.e, false
alarms) and Type II (i.e., missed failures). Since ALLY does not have perfect knowledge of the
state of the system, it makes incorrect inferences about the data quantity and quality in the
equipment networks. Errors occur when ALLY is testing hypotheses about the status of a
particular component (i.e., normal or failed). ALLY can generate false alarms when an
equipment has not failed and can miss a failure that has occurred. These errors are not
intentional but are due to misinterpretation of the random noise in the system associated with
normal fluctuations in the data flows.
ALLYs other limitation is planning. In GT-MSOCC, ALLY does not always accurately
perform activities that support unscheduled support requests. These activities require ALLY to
identify equipment that will be available for the duration of the support request. To determine
feasibility of support, ALLY needs to know three things: 1) exactly when the configure command
will be issued; 2) how long it takes to identify all of the needed equipment: and 3) much time the
operator takes before issuing the configure command.. ALLY must estimate these time. These
estimates, plus the duration specified in the support request, define an exact planning window that
ALLY uses to determine if the support request can be scheduled.
To carry out unscheduled configure support requests, ALLY takes a snapshot of the current
system state and checks to see if the mission can be supported throughout the planning window. If
any of the system constraints or any of the equipment requirements are not satisfied during any
portion of the planning window, ALLY concludes that the mission cannot be supported. ALLY does
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not have the capability to "slide" the planning window to determine if waiting a few seconds
changes the answer. A human operator, on the other hand, will notice that the mission could be
supported if the configure command was delayed for 30 seconds, for example. ALLY is unable to
do this type of sensitivity analysis. Consequently, ALLY can commit an error by indicating that
the mission cannot be supported when in fact it can.
ALLY can also indicate that a mission can be supported, but, by the time the operator
actually issues the configure command, a conflict exists. This occurs when the planning window
ALLY used was not long enough to include operator delays.
Both of these errors are examples of the 'Brittle" trait of knowledge-based systems. Even
state-of-the-art systems are not as flexible as a human decision maker in novel or ambiguous
situations.
Although ALLY has limitations, these limitations do not hinder its capability to function
effectively as an operator's assistant. As with any joint cognitive system, each cognitive agent
must recognize the strengths and limitations of the other agents. In order for a joint cognitive
system to perform effectively, cognitive "impedance.matching" must occur (Moray, 1986; Woods,
1986). With respect to ALLY, ALL_s limitations in planning are compensated by the human
operator's planning capability. In addition, ALLY's strength in computational and recording
capabilities compensate for the human operator's limitations in monitoring and troubleshooting
data flows.
Experimental Evaluation of Ally
Experimental Design
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of ALI_Y as an operator's
assistant. The experiment compared the performance of a team of two human operators with a
team comprised of an operator and ALLY (Figure 23). Performance measures included those in
the original GT-MSOCC experiments (Mitchell and Saisi, 1987; Mitchell and Forren, 1987).
Ten undergraduate Air Force ROTC cadets from Georgia Institute of Technology
participated as subjects for the experiment. Subjects participated in both experimental conditions:
control of GT-MSOCC with a human assistant and control of GT-MSOCC with ALLY. Several
questionnaires were used during the experiment to collect subjective data. At the end of each
experimental session, the subjects completed a questionnaire to attempt to elicit the
interaction/cooperation strategy subjects used with either the human or computer-based assistant.
In addition, the subjects completed an ALLY Exit questionnaire and a Human Exit questionnaire
at the end of their last data session with the respective assistant. The purpose of exit questionnaires
was to elicit opinions about important aspects of the assistant. Finally, at the end of the
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experiment,the subjectswere asked tocompletea SubjectiveComparison Ratingquestionnaireto
compare theiropinionsabout the two assistants.
The subjectsparticipatedin twenty-foursessions:eightsessionsofbaselineGT-MSOCC
training,three sessionsofhuman assistanttraining,foursessionshuman assistantdata
collection,fivesessionsofALLY training,and four sessionsofALLY data collection.A totalof
240 hours ofdata were collected.The sessionswere approximately45 minutes in length.The
sessionswere typicallyrun on consecutivedays with one sessionper day. Occasionally,subjects
missed a day and made up the sessionby running multiplesessionsin a singleday.
Analyses ofvarianceswere performed to determinethe effectofeach ofthe four
independent variables(Condition,Group, Session,and Subject)on each ofthe sixteendependent
measures. A significanceof.10was used todetectsignificanteffects.In additiontothe statistical
analysis,the resultsofthe questionnairesand analysisofauditlogsofthe subjects'activitieswere
examined toprovideadditionalinsightintothe individualinteractionstrategiesused by the
subjects.These analyses,in conjunctionwith the statisticalnalyses,were used to evaluatethe
effectivenessofALLY as an operator'sassistantand to evaluatethe proposed theoryofcooperation
as itwas implemented in ALLY.
Experimental Results
The experimentalresultsare summarized in Figure24a,b, c. These data indicatethat,on
the average,a human-ALLY team performed comparably toa team oftwo human operators. Only
two performance measures yieldeda significantdifference:time to compensate for software
failurescharacterizedby terminationofdata flow-andthe number ofcorrectresponsesto
unscheduled supportrequests.For thesemeasures,the human-ALLY team performed more
effectively.On allotherperformance measures the ALLY team performed as wellas the team of
two human operators.A more detaileddiscussionisprovidedin Bushman (1989).
Overall,the performance ofthe subjectsusing ALLY as an assistantwas as effectiveas
performance with the human assistant.Individualstrategiesenabled some ofthe subjectsto
perform betterwith ALLY than with the human assistant.The primary areathatwas affectedby
personal strategieswas in detectingand compensating forsoftwarefailures.Severalsubjects
were abletodevelopa styleofinteractingwith ALLY thatenabledthem todetectsoftwarefailures
beforeeitherthe operatororALLY couldon theirown. This enabledthem todetectthe failures
fasterand tocorrecta largerpercentageofthe totalfailures.
SinceALLY doesnot have the capabilitytoanticipatescheduleconflicts,itisnot ableto
plan forthese eventsinadvance. The subjectsthatreliedon ALLY's capabilitytorespond to
scheduleconflictsdid not take advantage oftheirown planning ability.The subjectsthat
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performed best with ALLY did not rely exclusively on ALLY, but used their own capabilities to
anticipate and plan for these events.
An unexpected result was a side-effect associated with the difficulty ALLY has with
planning. ALLY performed as well as the human assistant in responding to unscheduled support
requests. However, because the subjects knew that this was an area in which ALLY made
mistakes, they regularly checked ALLY_s answers. The additional checking resulted in more
correct responses to support requests with ALLY.
Subjective preferences indicated that subjects liked different aspects of the two assistants.
They found ALLY to be more efficient and the human assistant to be more natural.
Summary
This experimentprovidesstrongsupportforthe assumption thata computer-based
assistantbased on a model ofthe operator'sfunctioncan perform as wellas a human in a
supervisorycontrolteam. As with any cognitivesystem (eitherhuman or artificial),ALLY had
strengthsand limitations.The subjectsthatperformed thebestwith ALLY were abletocapitalize
on itsstrengthsand compensate foritsweaknesses. The resultwas an overallincreasein the
system performance.
This researchdemonstrated thata computer-basedassistantfounded on the identified
principlesofhuman-machine cooperationand an operatorfunctionmodel ofthe supervisory
controltask can achieveperformance compatiblewith a human assistant.In addition,this
researchhas provideda "starting-point"from which a finertheoryofcooperationcan be
developed.The significanceofthisresearchisthatithas providedempiricaldata about the nature
and effectivenessofhuman-machine cooperationin supervisorycontrolapplications.
Quantitativeexperimentaldata demonstrated thefeasibilityofthe architecturefora
computer-based assistant.Qualitativedata,in the form ofsubjectivevaluations,identifiedsome
of the individualinteractio.na d cooperationstrategies.
These quantitativeand qualitativeanalysesmay form the basisofa more refinedtheoryof
human-machine cooperation.Since no theoryexists,exploratoryresearchisessentialtodevelopa
more definitivetheoryofcooperation.
Conclusions
Overall,thisresearchhas been veryproductive.Itpioneeredresearchintothe possibilityof
constructingan intelligentoperator'sassistant.An architecturefora model-based intent
inferencerwas designed and implemented. Once running,the abilityofthe system to correctly
maintain a model ofoperatorintentionsas postulatedfunctions,subfunctions,and tasks,and to
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interpret actual actions in that context was extensively evaluated. Given a valid model of operator
intentions, OFMspert was augmented with control properties. Again, an extensive empirical
evaluation demonstrated that a human-ALLY team controlled a simulated satellite ground
control system as effectively as a team comprised of two human operators.
This research showed that for complex dynamic systems, such as satellite ground control,
the operator function model (OFM) provided a compact representation of functions, intentions, and
operator activities in complex dynamic system. Furthermore, the OFM was a successful
organization for information that OFMspert could use to hypothesize and interpret current operator
activities. OFMspert's ACTIN, blending the OFM and a blackboard paradigm for problem
solving, proved to be an effective means of dynamically constructing and maintaining a model of
operator intentions. Finally, the OFM guided the design of OFMspert's control capabilities. The
interactive, flexible functionality of ALLY (OFMspert with control) was shown to be as effective an
assistant to the human controller as another experienced operator.
The OFM and the OFMspert structures show strong promise for application in a variety of
domains in which a task-analytic description of operator activity is available and where there is
an interest in providing expert system capability to augment human operator capability. Finally,
OFMspert exists as an alternative use of artificial intelligence (i.e. its Blackboard model of
problem solving)in complex systems. Rather than replacingoperatorcontrolactivitiesor
running in parallel,OFMspert was designedtointeractwith the human operatorand actas a
assistant.The intentionwas not todesigntwo,paralleldecisionmakers, but rathera human-
computer symbiosisthat actsin similarways to effectiveteams ofhuman decisionmakers.
This researchresultedin many papers and presentationsand severalresearchawards.
Listingsofthe papers and presentationare inAppendix A. Copiesthe major papers and technical
reportsfollowinAppendix B.
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